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149

149

20757  / 150   

“Les Timbres de L’Ile Maurice / Emissions de 1847 à 1898” DELUXE EDITION by Georges Brunel, 1928, 
hardbound, signed by the author, very rare with only 15 copies produced

900-1’200

Pre-Stamp & Stampless Postal History

20758 F / 150   

1827 (Jan 9) Entire from Port Louis to India with fine strike of the “MAURITIUS / POST OFFICE” hs (Kanai type 
IC-1), reverse with Calcutta arrival cds and ship letter rate marking, very fine

300-500

20759 F / 150   

1859 (Jun 27) Incoming wrapper from India, with reverse showing the very rare “PENNY POST” type II boxed 
hs, along with GPO Mauritius cds, very fine, “very few survive” according to Ibbotson

700-1’000

1847 Post Office Issue (SG 1-2)

  
20760 1847 Post Office reprint from 1911 in black, couple of minor handling bends, very scarce 1’000-1’500

Mauritius

We have the pleasure of presenting another great offering of Mauritius, which features several key rarities, as well 
as a very fine range of classic stamps, many of which haven’t been on the market for decades.



150150

 
20729

 
20757

 
20758

 
20759

 
20799

 
20827
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151

151

    
20761 1847 Post Office reprints from 1911, one sheetlet with both values in blue and other with both values in 

vermilion, very fine, plus a group of reproductions incl. two singles done by Perron, and a group of Post Office 
stamps on stamps, useful group for collections missing the genuine article!

500-700

1848-59 Post Paid Issue, Earliest Impressions (SG 3-5)

 
20762 G    3

1848-59 1d Orange-Vermilion earliest impression, pos.8, just cut into to fine margins, tied to large piece by 
barred circular “3” with “SOUILLAC  / MY 1852” boxed ds (pre-dating SG’s stated period of use, 1853-54) 
with ms “16”, “INLAND” hs adjacent, underpaying the inland rate with ms “Short paid 4d”, a very attractive 
piece, cert. Brandon (1996)

A major rarity as it is the EARLIEST KNOWN USE OF THE 1d, with no covers existing bearing the 1d earliest 
impression and only one other dated piece in existence recorded by Kanai at the time of his 1981 book, so 
may well be unique today.

6’000-10’000

 
20763 H    3

1848-59 Post Paid 1d earliest impression, pos.4, with good to very good margins, “3” target numeral of 
Pamplemousses, very fine (SG £18’000)

5’000-7’000
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20764 20765 20767

20764 H    3

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion on yellowish earliest impression, just cut into to fine margins, barred 
“3” circle cancel of Souilac, slight thin at top, fine appearance (SG £18’000)

800-1’200

20765 H    3

1848-59 Post Paid 1d earliest impression, pos.2, no margins, target and barred circle cancels, faults, useful 
spacefiller (SG £18’000)

300-500

2076820766

20766 DCE    4

1848-59 Post Paid 2d indigo-blue earliest impression unused, pos.9, just cut into on all sides and more so on lower 
right corner, otherwise fine and very rare unused example, cert. RPS (1933) and Sismondo (2002) (SG £65’000)

4’000-6’000

20767 H    4

1848-59 Post Paid 2d indigo-blue “première gravure” earliest impression, pos.8, cut into in places, boxed hs cancel 
in black and possibly two strikes in blue, minor faults with some creasing, rich deep colour, very rare (SG £26’000)

1’000-2’000

20768 DCE    5

1848-59 Post Paid 2d deep blue earliest impression unused, pos.1, just cut into on two sides, pressed horizontal 
crease and tiny central stain spot, fine appearance, a very rare unused example, cert. RPS (1944) (SG £65’000)

3’000-5’000

1848-59 Post Paid Issue, Early Impressions (SG 6-9)

 
20769 DCE   

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.5, unused without gum, right margin added at 
surface fault at lower right corner, fine appearance and very rare, cert. BPA (2003) (SG £35’000)

1’000-2’000

                     
20770 H    6-7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d early impression used group of 6, all but one with four margins with varying degrees 
of faults, presentable group, one with cert. BPA, one RPS and one Rendon

2’000-3’000
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20771 20772 20773 20774 20775

20771 H S    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.7, with good to very good margins, barred 
circle cancel, tiny thin spot in right margin, very fine and attractive, ex Burrus, cert. BPB (2001) (SG £7’000)

1’500-2’000

20772 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.12, very good to large margins, with boxed 
“INLAND” cancel, very fine and attractive stamp, signed and cert. Bühler (1982)

2’000-3’000

20773 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.2, fine to very large margins, with neat “14” 
target cancel of Rivière du Rempart, very fine, ex Kanai, cert. RPS (1966) & BPA (1994) (SG £7’000)

2’000-3’000

20774 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.1, good even margins, with target cancel, 
minute thin spot at top, fine and fresh appearance, cert. SG (1964) (SG £7’000)

1’500-2’000

20775 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.4, fine to huge margins, target cancel, very 
fine and fresh, cert. Brandon (1994) (SG £7’000)

1’500-2’000

20776 20777 20778 20779 20780

20776 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.5, good to very good margins, crisp “2” target 
cancel, pressed vertical crease, still a very attractive example, cert. Brandon (1997) (SG £7’000)

1’000-1’500

20777 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.6, cancelled on arrival in the UK with Luton 
cds, small corner crease and repaired margins, most unusual, cert. RPS (1996) (SG £7’000)

1’000-1’500

20778 H    7

1848-59 1d Orange-Vermilion early impression, pos.3, very good to large margins, target cancel, colour a 
little oxidised in places,  affixed at a later date to a wrapper (faulty) with a very rare “PENNY POST” type II 
hs, illustrated in Ibbotson’s supplement and recorded as the earliest know usage of this hs, cert. Brandon 
(1994) and Bühler (1984)

700-1’000

20779 H    7

1848-59 2d orange-vermilion, position 10, used with target numeral “2” of Flacq, just touched to very large 
margins, light crease and hinge thin, very rare (SG £7’000), cert. Sismondo (2001)

700-1’000

20780 H    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion, position 6, used, just touched to clear margins, shallow hinge thin, 
very rare, cert. Sismondo (2001) (SG £7’000)

700-1’000
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20781 20782 20783 20785 20786

20781 G    7

1848-59 Post Paid 1d orange-vermilion early impression, pos.9, fine to good margins on small piece with 
neat target cancel, very fine, cert. Eichele (2004) (SG £7’000)

1’500-2’000

20782 H    8

1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue early impression, pos.5, fine even margins, faint “1” target numeral, very fine 
(SG £9’000)

1’500-2’000

20783 H    8a

1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue, early impression, pos.7 with “PENOE” for “PENCE” variety, with “3” circular 
barred numeral (covering the variety), just touched at top and small abrasion by the variety, fine and rare, 
cert. RPS (2017) (SG £17’000)

1’500-2’000

 
20784 G    8a, 8

1848-59 Post Paid 2d early impression vertical pair, pos.7/10, with top stamp showing “PENOE” variety, 
just cut into on two sides, cancelled on piece by target cancels with “INLAND.” and “PAID” hs, cert. states 
“appears to belong”, a rare item (SG £17’000 for variety and £9’000 for normal), cert. Brandon (1978)

2’000-3’000

20785 H    9

1848-59 Post Paid 2d deep blue early impression , pos.5, fine to very good margins, partial “INLAND” 
boxed hs cancel, pressed horizontal crease and thin at top, fine appearance, a very rare unused example 
(SG £9’500)

700-1’000

1848-59 Post Paid Issue, Intermediate Impressions (SG 10-15)

20786 H    10

1848-59 Post Paid 1d vermilion, intermediate impression on bluish paper, pos.2 from the plate, with fine 
to very large margins, neat “14” numeral of Riviere du Rempart, fine, ex Bernhard (when still in a pair incl. 
damaged cert. RPS (1927)) (SG £3’000)

700-1’000

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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20787 H / www    11

1848-59 Post Paid 1d dull vermilion, intermediate impression, horizontal strip of three, positions 4-5-6 
(complete 2nd row of the sheet), cancelled by circular “1” numerals of Mahébourg, very large margins, an 
exceptional and rare multiple, cert. BPA (2007) and Brandon (2011)

8’000-10’000

 
20788 G    11

1848-59 Post Paid 1d intermediate impression, pos.10, fine to very large margins, cancelled on piece by 
target cancel with the very rare “PENNY POST” hs and crowned GPO cds adjacent, very fine and attractive 
piece, cert. Richter (1996)

400-600

20789 20790 2079220791 20793

20789 H    12

1848-59 Post Paid 1d intermediate impression, pos.9, fine to good margins, with indistinct target numeral, 
fine, cert. RPS (1957) (SG £3’000)

600-800

20790 H    13

1848-59 Post Paid 2d deep blue, intermediate impression, pos.8 from the plate, very good to huge margins, 
neat “2” numeral of Flacq, very fine and attractive stamp (SG £4’250)

1’000-1’500

20791 H    13

1848-59 Post Paid 2d deep blue intermediate impression, pos.3, fine to very good margins, light “14” 
numeral of Rivière du Rempart, tiny corner crease, very attractive stamp, ex Ferrari (SG £4’250)

700-1’000

20792 H    14

1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue intermediate impression, pos.8, with fine to very good margins, “1” numeral, tiny 
thin spot in margin at lower right, very fine, cert. Bloch (1983) (SG £4’250)

700-1’000

20793 H    14a

1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue, intermediate impression, pos.7 with PENOE for PENCE variety, good to huge 
margins, light “1” numeral in blue, very fine and attractive stamp, cert. BPA (1994) (SG £8’000)

2’000-3’000
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20794 H G   

1848-49 Post Paid intermediate and worn impression group, with two intermediate and six worn, incl. worn 
unused, all with four margins except for a worn on newspaper piece with Belgian “Timbre Extraordinaire” tax 
hs (oxidised colour, ex Dale-Lichtenstein), all with varying faults, useful group

1’500-2’000

1848-59 Post Paid Issue, Worn Impressions (SG 16-22)

 
20795 F    17

1859 (Oct 10)  Printed list of sugar exports sent to France with 1848-59 1d red worn impression, good to 
very large margins, tied by target cancel, “15” decimes  and transit cds adjacent, reverse with double circle 
GPO despatch and arrival cds, cover re-folded to hide missing portion of right side of address panel, a scarce 
single printed matter franking, ex Hind (listed as latest impression)

1’500-2’000
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20796

20797

20798

20796 H    18

1848-59 Post Paid 1d worn impression used vertical strip of four, pos.3/12, just touched on one stamp, with 
target cancels, thin at top and hoiz. crease at centre, scarce, cert. BPA (1978) and Richter (1997) (SG £3’600)

700-1’000

20797 H    18

1848-59 Post Paid 1d worn impression used pair, pos.4-5, fine to very good margins with “INLAND” boxed 
hs, small tear at right and a vert. wrinkle, a nice pair with the complete cancel, ex Ibbotson, cert. RPS (1944) 
(SG £1’800)

300-500

20798 H    18

1848-59 Post Paid 1d worn impression used pair, pos.5-6, good to very good margins with “14” numerals 
of Rivière du Rempart, couple of small thin spots and a tiny pinhole on left stamp, attractive pair

300-500

20799 G / 150    18

1848-59 Post Paid 1d red worn impression, pos.2, close to large margins, tied to top piece of the “Bulletin 
Commercial” (1859 Jul 9, folded in at sides for display) by void barred oval, lifted and stuck down again, fine 
and scarce usage, cert. BPA (1983)

300-500

 
20800 H G / www   18, 27 & 36

1848-59 Post Paid 1d red on bluish paper, worn impression, in combination with 1858-62 (4d) green and 1859 
2d early impression tied to a piece by void barred ovals and part of a red hs at foot, mixed margins, extremely 
rare with only one similar combination on a cover known, cert. RPS (1975) and letter from Peter Ibbotson

3’000-5’000
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20801 H J    19

1859 (Mar 14) H.M.S. wrapper from the Bankrupt Estate Office sent locally in Port Louis to Rempart Street, 
franked with 1848-59 Post Paid 1d worn impression, pos.3, just touched at upper right, tied by crisp “PENNY 
POST” hs, reverse with crowned Mauritius cds, attractive cover and the only known cover with the stamp 
cancelled by the Penny Post hs, an exhibition item, ex Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai, cert. RPS (1968)

10’000-15’000

 
20802 F    22

1855-58 2d pale blue (late worn impression, pos.8), with good to large even margins, tied by target 
cancel, on 1855 folded letter sheet sent to Nantes, France, with Mauritius Packet Letter oval ds adjacent, 
French “90” hs and an array of transit and arrival bs, a few cover stains, a very fine and rare cover. 
 
Expertise: Cert. Holcombe (1993) and BPB (2002)

15’000-20’000
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20803 DCE    22a

1848-59 Post Paid 2d blue worn impression doubly printed, unused, pinhole and a couple of small thins, 
very rare variety (unpriced by SG), ex King Carol, cert. BPA (1976) and Bühler (1982)

1’000-1’500

1848-59 Post Paid Issue, Latest Impressions (SG 23-25)

20804 H G DCE / www   

1848-59 Post Paid 1d latest impression group of 15 incl. one which appears unused, some better cancels 
incl. complete GPO Mauritius double ring cds tying 1d to piece (ex Chartwell), (PE)NNY POS(T) boxed hs (ex 
Kanai), “2” target numeral, INLA(ND), (Plains M)agnan, Mah(ebourg), PAID circle, vert. pair with barred ovals, 
etc., all with varying faults, a presentable group

1’500-2’000

20805 20806

20805 DCE    23

1848-59 Post Paid 1d latest impression unused, pos.4, good to very good margins, minor wrinkling, fine and 
rare, ex Kanai, cert. Richter (1996) (SG £6’500)

1’200-1’800

20806 H    23

1848-59 Post Paid 1d latest impression with crisp 124 numeral of ADEN, just touched to large margins, cert. 
states “stamp is defective”, presentable and very rare, cert. BPA (1987)

100-150

The currency for this auction is the British pound

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund
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20807 F    23

1859 (Aug) Entire from Port Louis to France with four 1848-59 Post Paid latest impression 1d red, all four 
margined, tied by void barred ovals, “16” rate marking, reverse with despatch, French transits and Pordic 
arrival cds, filing fold along top affecting stamp, fine and attractive cover

2’000-3’000

20808 20809

20808 H    25

1848-59 Post Paid 2d latest impression, pos.12, with good to very good margins, neat “12” target numeral, 
horizontal crease at top in margin and a couple of light stains, fine appearance (SG £1’200)

150-200

20809 H    25a

1848-59 Post Paid 2d latest impression with “PENOE” variety, pos.4, with close to very large margins, “1” 
target numeral, pressed corner crease at top left, fine appearance (SG £2’250)

300-400

The currency for this auction is the British pound

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund

Bidding Steps  All bids in British pounds

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
	 1’000-2’000	 100
	 2’000-5’000	 200
	5’000-10’000	 500

	 10’000-20’000	 1’000
	 20’000-50’000	 2’000
	 50’000-100’000	 5’000
	100’000-200’000	 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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1858-62 Britannia Issues (SG 26-35)

2081120810

20810 P   

1858 Britannia master die proof in black on sunken card with void tablet, very fine.

One of the most important Perkins, Bacon die proofs not only for Mauritius but for Barbados and Trinidad as 
well, ex Hurlock and Sir John Mariott (realised £13’800 in 2001)

9’000-12’000

20811 P   

1858 Britannia die proof reprint in black on India paper affixed to card, with value tablet showing criss-cross 
pattern, very fine and rare

1’000-1’500

 
20812 H J    26

1858 Britannia 4d green with “124” numeral of ADEN, cut into at foot otherwise fine and very scarce, cert. 
BPA (1964)

100-150

         
20813 H    26, 27, 29

1858-1862 Group incl. 1858 4d green and 1858-62 (4d) green both with good to very large margins and 
9d magenta very close to good margins (SG £875)

200-300
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20814 C DCE S / www   26/31

1858-62 Britannia mint/unused group incl. 1858 4d green unused (good to large margins, cert. BPA “natural 
surface defect at foot”), 1858-62 (4d) green pair (horiz. crease) and single, (6d) vermilion (2 + ng block of 
6 w/ crease + strip of 4), (9d) dull magenta (fine margins), (no value) red-brown and (no value) blue (2 + ng 
block of 4), useful group (SG £4’600+)

600-900

             
20815 H / www    26/55

1858-62 Britannia used group incl. 1858 4d green (small corner crease, cert. BPA 1965), a fantasy 8d 
purple (see Ibbotson p.154), 1858-62 (4d) green (3, one on piece with “SIP LETTER” in oval adjacent & 
one with washed colour), (6d) vermilion (creases), (9d) magenta (one with “1” target numeral and one later 
used as 1d with “B53”), (no value) blue with presumably forged cancel (3 margins), 1859-61 6d (6 incl. one 
with “FREE” hs, pair with “PENNY POST”), 6d, 1s vermilion (3, one oxidised), 1s yellow-green, 1862 perf. 6d 
and 1s (2, one with only perfs at top with cert. RPS stating “not possible to certify as imperforate vertically), 
mostly fine, nearly all with four margins

300-400

             
20816 C DCE S / www   30/31

1858-62 London Philatelic Exhibition / 1890 overprint on remainder Britannia (no value) red-brown (3, incl. 
one with double overprint) and (no value) blue, perforated at the show (some perfs trimmed), unusual

100-150

 
20817 P    32

1858 Britannia 6d die proof reprint made in 1868 in violet on thick paper, paper adhesion and minor wrinkle 
at lower left, fine and scarce, ex Kanai

600-800

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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 2081920818

20818 H    32

1859-61 Britannia 6d blue Rowland Hill presentation stamp with partial “CANCELLED” barred oval, very 
close to good margins, small toning at top right otherwise very fine and very rare, with only 6 examples 
made, this from the lower right of the block (next to the stamp in the Royal Collection) and unrecorded in 
Jaffé’s “Cancelled by Perkins Bacon” (SG £15’000)

3’000-5’000

20819 H    32

1859-61 Britannia 6d blue Rowland Hill presentation stamp with partial “CANCELLED” barred oval, good 
even margins, very fine and very rare, with only 6 examples made, this thought to be from the top right of 
the block, illustrated in Jaffé’s “Cancelled by Perkins Bacon”, p.44 (SG £15’000)

3’000-5’000

20820 20821 20823 20824

20820 H J    32

1859-61 Britannia 6d blue block of four with “124” numerals of ADEN, clear to large margins, creased, very 
scarce, ex Chartwell, cert. BPA (1971)

200-300

20821 H    32

1859-61 Britannia 6d blue with neat 124 numeral of ADEN, fine to large margins, fine

100-150

             
20822 C J DCE P   32/35

1859-61 Britannia mint/unused group incl. 6d blue (cert. Richter states mint og, minor discolouration at 
right), 6d dull purple-slate (5 + block of four with stain & plate proof in black on wove) and 1s yellow-green 
single and pair (cert. BPA, creased), mostly fine with clear margins (SG £3’100+)

400-700

20823 DCE P    33s

1859-61 6d Dull Purple-Slate imperforate with manuscript “Specimen” diagonally, fine to large margins, 
very fine, ex Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai

200-300

20824 DCE    34

1859-61 Britannia 1s vermilion unused with fine to good margins, tiny thin spot in right margin, small natural 
paper speck in centre not obvious from the front, fine appearance and rare (SG £3’250)

300-500
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20825 20826

20825 H    34

1859-61 Britannia 1s vermilion Rowland Hill presentation stamp with partial “CANCELLED” barred oval, fine 
to very good margins, couple of small thins at lower right and lower left otherwise fine and very rare, with 
only 6 examples made, this from pos.2/1 from the block, illustrated in Jaffé’s “Cancelled by Perkins Bacon”, 
p.44, ex Dale-Lichtenstein and Kanai (SG £11’000)

2’000-3’000

20826 H    34

1859-61 Britannia 1s vermilion Rowland Hill presentation stamp with partial “CANCELLED” barred oval, 
fine to very good margins, small wrinkle at lower right otherwise fine and very rare, with only 6 examples 
made, this from pos.3/1 from the block, illustrated in Jaffé’s “Cancelled by Perkins Bacon”, p.44, ex Dale-
Lichtenstein and Kanai (SG £11’000)

2’000-3’000

20827 F / 150    34+48

1859-61 1s Vermilion imperforate, four margins and used in combination with De La Rue 4d rose perforated, 
tied by B53 ovals to folded letter Port Louis to Paris, sent by the Packet “Norna” and via Marseille, Mauritius 
despatch JY 6 61, red PD on face indicating postage paid throughout, minor staining, a fresh and rare 
combination franking

700-1’000

20828 20829

20828 P    35

1858 Britannia 1s die proof reprint made in 1868 in yellow-green on thick paper affixed to card, one light 
tone spot, fine and scarce, ex Kanai

600-800

20829 DCE S    35s

1859-61 1s Yellow-Green imperforate with manuscript “Specimen” diagonally, fine to good margins, very 
fine, ex Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai

200-300

1859 Lapirot Issue, Early Impressions (SG 36-37)

20830 20831

20830 H    36

1859 Lapirot 2d deep blue early impression used, pos.8, with very good to huge margins, crisp barred oval 
cancel, marginal repair at lower left, very fine looking stamp (SG £3’750)

800-1’200

20831 DCE    37

1859 Lapirot 2d early impression unused, pos.2, with close to very close margins, top left corner crease, 
fine and rare (SG £18’000)

2’000-3’000
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20832 20833

20832 H    37

1859 Lapirot 2d early impression used pair, pos.11-12, with fine even margins, neat barred oval cancels, 
horizontal crease at top and at lower right corner, fine appearance and scarce multiple (SG £6’500+)

2’000-3’000

20833 H    37

1859 Lapirot 2d blue early impression, pos.10, huge margins, light target cancel and part of pen manuscript 
rate, small natural paper thin at base of neck (not mentioned on cert.), a great looking stamp, cert. Brandon 
(2004) (SG £3’250)

1’000-1’500

20834 20835 20836 20837

20834 H    37

1859 Lapirot 2d early impression used, pos.7, with large even margins (except for a couple of chips at foot), 
neat barred oval cancel, horizontal bend, very fine looking stamp, cert. BPA (1988) (SG £3’250)

800-1’200

20835 H    37

1859 Lapirot 2d early impression used, pos.8 (showing reversed N of PENCE), with close to fine margins, 
neat barred oval cancel, minor faults incl. thin and tiny tear at right, still a fine looking stamp (SG £3’250)

300-500

20836 H    37

2d blue, position 8, used, with clear to good margins, clear central target cancel, repairs over thins, fine 
appearance and very scarce, cert. Sismondo (2001) (SG £3’250)

300-400

1859 Lapirot Issue, Intermediate Impressions (SG 38)

20837 H    38

1859 Lapirot 2d intermediate impression, pos.9, with large to huge margins, neat barred oval cancel, crease 
at top left corner, fine appearance (SG £1’400)

300-500

 
20838 G    38

1859 Lapirot 2d intermediate impression, pos.4, with large to huge margins tied to large piece/small part cover 
by void barred ovals, looks to have been lifted and filing fold at top pressed, very fine appearance (SG £1’400)

400-600
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20839

20840

20839 F    38

1859 Lapirot 2d blue pair, intermediate impression, positions 9-10 on the plate, varied margins, on cover 
to France tied by dumb ovals in black, GPO MAURITIUS despatch for JU 17 1859 on reverse, charged “8” 
décimes in France, rare, cert. Brandon (2008) which in our opinion incorrectly states it as SG37

2’000-3’000

20840 F    38+39

1859 Lapirot 2d blue, intermediate impression, position 3, in combination with 2d blue, worn impression, 
position 9, on folded lettersheet from Port Louis to France “via Suez”, cancelled by black targets, MAURITIUS 
GPO despatch for AU 8 1859 on flap, faint crease crosses stamps, rare, cert. RPS (2009)

3’000-4’000

UNIQUE DOUBLE IMPRESSION

 
20841 H    38a

1859 Lapirot 2d blue, intermediate impression, position 6, showing an amazing DOUBLE PRINT of the stamp 
with a strong vertical shift of the second impression, with mute cancel, large 4 margins, small insignificant 
marginal tear at left and right, pressed creases.

This is the unique example known till today and listed in SG catalogue as 38a.

Expertise: Cert. BPA (2017)

10’000-15’000
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1859 Lapirot Issue, Worn Impressions (SG 39)

20842 20844 20845 20846

20842 DCE    39

1859 Lapirot 2d worn impression, pos.3, appears unused but has had various repairs, a presentable 
example and a rare stamp, cert. Sismondo (2002)

200-300

 
20843 H    39

1859 Lapirot 2d worn impression used pair, pos.9-10, with good to huge margins, crisp void barred oval 
cancels, contemporary pen mark, very fine

700-1’000

20844 H    39

1859 Lapirot 2d worn impression, pos.7, with large to huge margins, neat void barred oval cancel, very fine, 
cert. Holcombe (1991)

300-400

20845 H    39

1859 Lapirot 2d worn impression, pos.3, with fine to huge margins, light target “1” numeral, small corner 
crease at upper right otherwise fine, cert. Sismondo (2004) (SG £900)

200-300

20846 H    39

2d blue, position 8, used, with clear to good margins, oval bar cancel, small thin, cert. Sismondo (2001) (SG £900)

150-200

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility

David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% are debited to 
the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, 
even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.
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1859 Sherwin Issue (SG 40)

20847 No Lot

       
20848 P / 168   

1859 Sherwin 1911 reprints made after the plates were presented to the Royal Philatelic Society London and 
defaced, with the 1d in black mounted on sunken card, 2d in black mounted on sunken card and the 2d in black 
not mounted, plus the reprints of the back of the plates which show an advert for the Grand Hotel D’Europe, 
one in English and one in French, fine and very rare, ex Kanai (still mounted on his pages) and “Saint Louis”

5’000-8’000

20849 P / 174   

1859 Sherwin unissued 1d “Royal” reprint in black from the defaced plate, some foxing, plus five facsimiles 
of the 1d & 2d in different colours

300-500

20850 20851 20852 20853 20854

20850 H    40

1859 Sherwin 2d deep blue, pos.6 from the plate, with good to large margins, two light concentric circle 
cancels, very fine and attractive stamp, signed and cert. Esser (1956) (SG £8’000)

2’000-3’000

20851 H    40

1859 Sherwin 2d blue, pos.7, with 124 numeral of ADEN, just touched to narrow margins, slight thins and 
corner crease, very presentable and rare, cert. Sismondo (2002)

500-700

20852 H    40

1859 Sherwin 2d blue, pos.9, with 124 numeral of ADEN, just touched to narrow margins, tiny slight thins, 
very presentable and rare, cert. Sismondo (2002)

500-700

20853 H    40

1859 Sherwin 2d deep blue, position 8, used, close but clear even margins, repaired, very rare, cert. 
Sismondo (2001) (SG £8’000)

500-800

20854 H    40

1859 Sherwin 2d blue, pos.8, with CLEAR 124 numeral of ADEN, cut into, slight thins and corner creases, 
very presentable and rare

300-500
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1859 Dardenne Issue (SG 41-44)

20855 20856 20857 20858

20855 H    41

1d deep red, used with oval bars, clear to good margins, thin spots, scarce (SG £2’500), cert. PF (1994)

300-400

20856 H    42

1859 Dardenne 1d dull vermilion, good to huge margins, barred oval cancel, fine (SG £1’400)

300-400

20857 H / www    42

1d dull vermilion, used with “PAID” in circle, touched at right, three adequate to very large margins, repaired, 
scarce (SG £1’400), cert. Sismondo (2001)

150-200

20858     43

1859 Dardenne 2d slate-blue, pos.50, with “feather” transfer flaw variety at foot, good to huge margins, 
neat PAID circular hs, very fine and attractive stamp with deep colour, ex Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai, cert. 
BPA (1994) (SG £1’300+)

400-600

20859

20860

20861 20862

20859 DCE    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d blue unused vertical pair, pos.2/8, just touched to close margins on three sides, lower 
margin large showing characteristic scratch for pos.8, extensively thinned, still a presentable and very rare 
multiple with only three know pairs recorded by Rudge (listed as no.1 is Rudge’s list of unused 2d Dardenne), 
ex Hind and Dale-Lichtenstein

1’000-1’500

20860 H    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d blue pair, pos.61-62, with both stamps showing the “minor retouch” variety, fine to large 
margins, viod barred oval cancels, a unique pair with only 6 examples known, ex Dale-Lichtenstein & Kanai, 
cert. BPA (1994) (SG £1’900+)

700-1’000

20861 H    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d blue pair, pos.63-64, with right stamp showing “cut transfer” at lower left corner, good 
to huge margins, void barred oval cancels, very fine, ex Hind & Caspary, cert. BPA (1998) and Mohrmann 
(1963) (SG £1’900+)

600-800

20862 H    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d blue vertical pair, pos.41/47, with fine to good margins, void barred oval cancels, 
creasing in between stamps, fine appearance

300-400
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20863 20864

20863 H    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d blue, pos.53, used with fine to good margins, neat void barred oval, tiny corner crease, 
fine (SG £850)

150-200

20864 H    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d blue, pos.6, used with fine even margins, neat void barred oval, small thin at top, fine 
appearance (SG £850)

150-200

 
20865 F    43a

1860 (Mar 8) Entire datelined “Ile Maurice, St. Avolo, Moka”, sent to Reunion with 1859 Dardenne 2d 
blue pair with good to very large margins cancelled by two “PAID” circular hs, reverse with boxed “M & I” 
(Mauritius and India mail) hs, crowned desptach cds and St. Denis arrival cds, very fine and attractive cover, 
cert. BPA (1965) and signed Holcombe

10’000-15’000
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20866 F    43a

1859 Dardenne 2d bright blue, two singles (pos.18 & pos.4) on cover from Port Louis to Réunion, cancelled 
by dumb ovals in black, GPO MAURITIUS despatch for MR 23 1860 on flap, St. Denis arrival 29 Mars, and 
showing framed “M & I” (Mauritius and India) hs, a fresh and attractive usage, ex Chartwell, cert. BPA (2012)

5’000-7’000

 
20867 F    43a

1860 (Mar 17) Wrapper to Reunion with 1859 Dardenne vertical pair, pos.2/8, just cut into to fine margins, tied 
by void barred ovals, endorsed “per Union”, reverse with scarce “M & I” boxed hs, crowned GPO despatch and St. 
Denis arrival, addressee name neatly repaired, fine appearance, ex Ibbotson, signed Roumet cert. Richter (1992)

600-800
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20868 DCE    44

1859 Dardenne 2d pale blue unused, with good to very good margins, light corner crease at lower left, 
very fine and rare unused example, cert. Sismondo (2007) which states pos.37 but we have not found this 
stamp’s plating features in Rudge’s book

1’000-1’500

20869 20870 20871 20872

20869 H    44

1859 Dardenne 2d blue, pos.51, showing partial kiss print with line flaw at foot, large to huge margins, void 
barred oval cancel, very fine and unusual, ex Kanai, cert. BPA (1994) (SG £850)

300-400

20870 H    44

1859 Dardenne 2d pale blue pair, pos.29-30, with fine to very good margins, neat PAID cancels, two central 
thins, fine appearance

300-400

20871 H    44

1859 Dardenne 2d pale blue, pos.72, with large to very large margins and neat barred oval in black, faint 
trace of a thin under the hinge, fine (SG £850)

200-300

20872 H    44

1859 Dardenne 2d pale blue, pos.73, with good even margins, neat barred oval cancel, small thin, fine, 
cert. RPS (1988)

100-150

 
20873 F    44

1859 Dardenne 2d pale blue vertical pair, pos.38/44, on cover from Port Louis to France, just tied by barred 
ovals at right, GPO MAURITIUS MR 8 1860 despatch (last voyage of the vessel “Salsette”), red V. SUEZ 
French entry, top stamp showing part of papermaker’s watermark “I” (clearly visible through the paper of the 
cover) and highly unusual thus, ex “Saint Louis”, cert. BPA (1998)

2’000-3’000
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20874 H   

1859 Dardenne 1d and 2d group on a fragment of album page from Kanai’s introduction (introductory text 
included on separate fragment), showing the three different shades of both values, a couple with thins, all 
four margins with decent cancels, the 2d blue showing retouch below “TWO” variety, ex Kanai and “St. Louis” 
(SG £9’050)

2’000-3’000

                            
20875 H DCE    41/44

1859 Dardenne group, all variously repaired, incl. 1d unused cert. Sismondo, four 1d used and three 2d used 
incl. major retouch to neck variety, useful space-fillers (9)

600-1’000

Later Issues

20876 F / www    43a

1876 (May 26) Entire to Australia with 1863-72 1s orange wing marginal tied by B53 duplex, with “d / 10” 
accountancy hs adjacent, arrival bs, a fresh and attractive cover

100-150

20877 F / 174    46

1860-63 De La Rue no watermark 1d brown, paying the military concession rate on Soldier’s Letter, cover 
correctly countersigned by officer commanding the Royal Artillery, to Bradford, stamp tied by neat B53 
numeral, Mauritius despatch cds MR 6 62 on reverse, Bradford arrival AP 11. Cover with small split at top 
away from stamp, fine and a rare usage.

500-700

20878 F / 174    46

1860 (Jul 7) Envelope sent at the concessionary rate to the UK with 1860-63 1d (top overlapping right 
edge of envelope) cancelled by concentric circle cancel, endorsed “From Pte. Thomas Tandy 2nd Battn. 24 
Regt No 9 Compy” and countersigned by his commanding officer, reverse with Mauritius GPO despatch, 
Worcester and Upton on Severn arrival cds, minor soiling, scarce Soildier’s cover

300-500

20879 F / 174    46

1861 (Oct 5) Envelope sent at the concessionary rate to the UK with 1860-63 1d cancelled by B53 numeral, 
endorsed “From Sapper. P. Cunningham 21st Compy Royal Engineers” and countersigned by his commanding 
officer, reverse with Mauritius GPO despatch and Leicester arrival cds, minor soiling, scarce Soildier’s cover

300-500
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20880 DCE    46-53

1860 De La Rue No Wmk unused set with extra 4d, 6d green with light gum creasing and minor toning, 1s 
faulty, rest average to fine (SG £4’575)

400-600

                
20881     46/52

1860-63 De La Rue imperforate Imprimaturs on unwatermarked paper, 1d, 2d, 4d (marginal with streaky 
gum), 6d green pair and 1s buff (crease), all fresh, a rare group, ex Kanai

800-1’200

 
20882 F    48

1861 (Apr 7) Wrapper from REUNION to India franked with Mauritius 1860-63 4d rose pair tied by blue 
lozenge of dots cancellations with matching St. Denis despatch and “PF” box hs (struck also in red), reverse 
with Aden Steamer Point transit and partial (portion of lower backflap missing) Calcutta boxed ds showing 
4a due, minor soiling and ink corrosion, the only known cover with Mauritius stamps sent from Reunion, ex 
Boker, signed Holcombe, Brun & Sismondo, cert. Sismondo (2004)

8’000-12’000
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20883 C DCE    54-55

1862 1s Deep Green perf. 14-16 unused, trimmed perfs at left otherwise a fine space filler, plus 6d slate 
unused singles (2) and mint strip of three

100-200

20884 F / 174    56+62+64

1863-72 Crown CC 1d purple brown used with 4d rose and 6d yellow green on folded cover to Saigon “via 
Aden”, stamps cancelled small B53 numerals, red “11d” accountancy on face, Mauritius despatch for SP 18 
68 and Saigon arrival 1 OCT on reverse, a fine and rare tricolour franking to an unusual destination

600-900

20885 C DCE / 180   56-72

1863-72 De La Rue wmk Crown CC mint/unused group incl. 6d & 1s imperf. plate proofs, 2d imperf. single 
(cert. RPS 1949), 1d and 1s with inverted watermarks, normal set plus. shades, slightly mixed condition

600-800

                     

    
20886 DCE S    57/72

1863-72 Crown CC 1d brown, 2d pale blue, 3d dull red, 4d rose, 6d dull violet, 9d yellow-green, 1s yellow 
and 5s bright mauve all with manuscript “Specimen” from the De La Rue archives, no gum and perfs 
trimmed from being cut from the sheet, scarce

1’000-1’500

20887 DCE / 174    57/68

1863-72 Imperf. proofs with CANCELLED overprint in marginal horizontal blocks of 12, with the 1d, 2d, 4d, 
6d, 10d and 1s, ungummed, some faint toning on the reverses, fine and attractive

600-800

20888 P / 174    57/70

1863-72 De La Rue imperforate Plate Proofs on glazed paper, no watermark, 1d brown, 2d bright blue, 4d 
deep rose, 6d deep blue green, 10d deep maroon, 1s orange, in interpane gutter blocks of 12, each stamp 
with overprint CANCELLED in black, folded in margin between, lovely fresh colours (72)

700-1’000

20889 P / 174    58/70

1863-72 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d, 10d and 1s, imperforate on glazed paper in near-issued colours ovpt CANCELLED, 
special printing by De La Rue for the 1872 South Kensington Exhibition, marginal strips of six, all but 10d 
with marginal inscription, very fresh and fine, small rub on one, one sheet of each printed thus.

500-600

The currency for this auction is the British pound

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est la livre sterling

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist britische Pfund
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20890 P    58/70

1863-72 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d, 10d and 1s, imperforate on glazed paper in near-issued colours ovpt CANCELLED, 
special printing by De La Rue for the 1872 South Kensington Exhibition, marginal blocks of four, all but 10d 
with marginal inscription “per sheet of Sixty”, very fresh, one sheet of each printed thus.

300-500

20891 F S DFE / 174   62, 63

1866 (Jun 17) Envelope from Mahébourg to England with 1863-72 6d dull violet and 4d rose cancelled by 
crisp “1” target numerals, “9d” accountancy hs and London cds adjacent, reverse with Mahébourg despatch, 
Mauritius and Devenport cds, small portion of backflap missing (noticeable at top) and some minor foxing, 
still an attractive franking

100-150

20892 20893 20894 20895

20892 H S DFE    76b

1876 Half Penny on 9d dull purple with double surcharge, B53 numeral, perforation faults, very scarce 
variety, cert. Brandon (2004)

200-300

20893 DCE S    78

1876 1/2d on 9d Dull Purple (red surcharge) unused, very fine and rare (SG £3’250)

500-800

20894 DCE    78 var

1877 Unissued 1/2d on 9d surcharge in red with CANCELLED overprint in pair showing strong shift of the 
surcharge, unused, fine and scarce

200-300

20895 DCE    78b var

1877 Unissued 1/2d on 9d surcharge in black with CANCELLED overprint, left wing marginal, regummed, 
one bent corner perf. otherwise fine and rare

600-800

2089820896

20896 C P    91

1878 2R50c colour trial in dull violet, mint og, trivial corner bend, described by Ibbotson p.160, very rare, 
ex Kanai

200-300
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2089920897

20897 P    93

1879-80 4c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed cards, dated Nov 27 1877, fine

150-200

20898 C S  / 178    94/100

1879-80 Imperf. imprimatur group with 8c, 13c (very close margin at left), 38c and 2R50 (small wrinkle), 
mint hr, fine

200-300

20899 P    95

1879-80 13c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed cards, dated Nov 14 1877, fine

150-200

20900 20901

20900 H    95

1879-80 13c Slate used strip of four with “B32” numerals, perfs strengthened between 2nd & 3rd stamp, a 
few short perfs at left, a rare multiple (SG £1’300+)

300-500

20901 L    95

1879-80 13c SPERATI FORGERY with partial B53 numeral, reproduction “B” as identified by Lowe and 
Walske, very rare

100-150

      
20902 P    95, 97

1879-80 25c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed card with “BEFORE HARDENING” and Nov 2 1877 ds, 
plus reduced die proof of the 13c

200-300
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20903 20904

20905 20906

20903 P    97

1879-80 25c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed cards, dated Nov 1 1877, fine

150-200

20904 P    98

1879-80 38c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed cards, dated Nov 23 1877, fine

150-200

20905 P    99

1879-80 50c De La Rue die proof in black on glazed cards, dated Dec 6 1877, pencil indentation affecting 
die o/w fine

150-200

20906 P    100

1879-80 2R50 De La Rue die proof in black on glazed cards, dated Oct 23 1877, very fine

150-200

20907 F / 180    104

1886 (May 10) The Merchants & Planters Gazette (complete) franked with 1883-94 4c and tied by 
manuscript “Mauritius / 10/5/86”, very fine and very rare with only two examples known according to 
Ibbotson (this item illustrated on p.58), ex Roberts

300-400

20908 F / 180    105

1886 (Jun 5) The Merchants & Planters Gazette overland mail edition franked with 1883-94 4c tied by 
B53 numeral (address band missing), contents incl. shipping information of inbound & outbound vessels, 
interesting usage

300-400

20909 F / 180    105

1869 (Aug 15) 2c on 6c postal stationery card uprated with four 1883-94 4c carmine and sent registered 
to Germany, minor foxing otherwise fine and unusual usage

200-300

20910 F / 180    108

1897 (Apr 29) Eastern Telegraph Co. Telegram envelope sent registered to Madagascar with two 1883-94 
15c blue tied by Mauritius cds, with oval reg’d ds adjacent, reverse with Eastern & South African Tel. Co. 
despatch, missing half of backflap otherwise fine

200-300
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209132091220911

20911 C S    115

1883 16c on 17c Rose imperf. plate proof with wmk CC (not wmk CA as issued) and in a slightly different shade, 
small thin and some minor wrinkling, fine appearance, believed to be unique, ex De La Rue archives and Kanai

200-300

20912 C    119b

1891 2c on 17c Rose with double surcharge variety, mint part og with some minor wrinkling, fine, cert. 
Brandon (2006) (SG £900)

150-200

20913 C    120w

1891 2c on 38c on 9d pale violet with inverted watermark, mint og, faint vert. gum wrinkle, very fine, listed 
as not existing in mint in SG

200-300

20914 CC S    133s

1898 36c Orange & Ultramarine with SPECIMEN ovpt in mint nh vertical strip of four(SG £220)

50-70

20915 20917 20922

20915 C    135a

1899 15c on 36c with bar of surcharge omitted variety (and faint double impression at left), mint og with 
blue ink residue from the printing process, fine (SG £475)

150-200

20916 F / 180    136, 146

1903 (Jun 8) Eastern Telegraph Co. Telegram envelope sent registered to Reunion, franked on the reverse 
with 1899 15c and 1900-05 6c pair tied by Mauritius cds, with Eastern & South African Tel. Co. despatch 
and St. Denis arrival adjacent, crease clear of stamps, incl. original telegraph form which is most unusual

200-300

20917 DCE S    137/163

1900-1905, Group of Ultramar specimen overprints incl. 1900 4c on 16c, 1900-05 values to 5R with 
SPECIMEN ovpt as well, 1902 12c on 18c and 12c on 36c, no gum as usual, a couple with pulled corner 
perfs, mostly fine

100-150

20918 P / 182    138/155

1900-05 Arms issue, De La Rue Appendix sheet with imperforate colour trials on coloured and white papers, 
24 different low values all denominated 1 cent, and 10 different high values, each denominated 1 rupee, 
lovely fresh colours and a most impressive showpiece, unique, ex De La Rue archives 1976

3’000-5’000

20919 P / 182    138/155

1900-05 Arms issue, De La Rue Appendix E sheets with 27 imperforate colour trials for the low values, on 
coloured and white papers, mostly affixed by top margin, Appendix C sheets with chosen colours for the 
original 14 values represented by imperforate colour trials (one cent for the low values, one rupee for the 
high values), extra trial for the 15c on Crown CA blue paper, a very fresh assembly, few with light creasing, 
a very rare group, ex De La Rue archives 1976

1’500-2’000
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2092120920

20920 A    154/55

1896 Composite essay for the 1900-02 Arms high values, Die Proof of basic design in green with hand-
painted FIVE RUPEES (no stop) in red in the value panel, transparent overlay with value for 2Rps.50Cts, 
“appd. 23.10.98”, early state without POSTAGE & REVENUE, creased and somewhat soiled, a very rare 
essay, ex De La Rue archives 1976

900-1’200

20921 A    155

1896 De La Rue artist’s essay for the 1902 Arms high values, Die Proof of basic design in green with hand-
painted FIVE RUPEES (with stop) in red in the value panel, early state without POSTAGE & REVENUE, dated 
Febr 27th 96, brilliant colours and a very rare essay, De La Rue archives 1976

1’500-2’000

20922 C  / 183    163a

1902 12c on 36c Orange & Ultramarine with inverted surcharge, mint og (slightly toned), fine and scarce 
variety, cert. BPA (2010) (SG £800)

180-240

20923 20924ex

20923 C DCE S    222s

1921-26 50R Dull Purple & Green with SPECIMEN ovpt, mint hr, very fine (SG £400)

100-150

20924 C DCE L    E1/E6

EXPRESS: 1903-04 Mint group incl. varieties, with 15c grey-green with double overprint, 15c with double 
overprint with “LNIAND” instead of “INLAND”, 15c with inverted overprint (oxidised ovpt), plus some normal 
stamps and forgeries of the varieties, mixed condition

400-600
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20925 20926 20927 20928

20925     E3a

EXPRESS: 1903-04 15c in 15c ultramarine (type E3) with inverted overprint, two partial cds, tiny corner 
crease at top right, fine (SG £850)

150-200

20926 C H    E3aw

EXPRESS: 1903-04 15c on 15c ultramarine with inverted overprint and inverted watermark, neat cds, fine 
(SG £1’200)

300-400

20927 DCE    E3c

EXPRESS: 1903-04 15c on 15c ultramarine (type E3) imperf. between vertical pair, unused with light vertical 
crease and repair at lower left, a useful space-filler with fine appearance, very rare with only 4 examples 
known to exist in private hands (plus 2 more in institutions), cert. PF (2006) (SG £8’000)

400-600

20928 C H    E4a

EXPRESS: 1903-04 15c in 15c ultramarine (type E4) with inverted overprint, CTO with two partial cds, fine 
(SG £1’900)

300-400

20929 20930 20931ex

20929 C H    E6a

EXPRESS: 1904 15c grey-green with inverted overprint, neat cds, red slightly oxidised, fine (SG £900)

150-200

20930 DCE    E6b

EXPRESS: 1904 15c grey-green with double overprint variety (the second strongly shifted vertically), neat 2 
NO 05 cds, very fine, cert. BPA (2003) (SG £750)

150-200

20931 C H    E1/E6

EXPRESS: 1903-04 Used group incl. varieties 15c on 15c type E4 double ovpt (pinhole, SG £3’500), 18c 
with FORE!GN (tone spot, RPS 1958 cert. states discoloured and cancels doubtful), 15c double ovpt (cert. 
BPA 1993), plus some normal stamps (10)

600-800

20932 C H F DCE / 180   R1-R3

FISCALS: 1889-96, Group of postally used fiscals with 1920 envelope sent registered from Port Louis to 
Curepipe Road with three 1896 4c, minor soiling, plus the three stamps unused and used

70-100
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Great Britain Used in Mauritius

 
20933 F   

GB USED IN MAURITIUS: 1862 (Jun 9) Envelope to Dublin with GB 1855-57 6d pale lilac, wmk Emblems, tied 
by “B53” numeral and Dublin cds, red “1 1/2d” hs, reverse with Mauritius despatch, H&K Pact and Belturbet 
arrival, minor envelope faults, one of only two know usages of GB in Mauritius, a major postal history rarity, 
cert. BPA (2003)

16’000-20’000

Mauritius Used in Seychelles (B64)

 
20934 F    62, 63

1864 (Oct 22) Envelope from Seychelles to the UK with 1863-72 4d and 6d tied by B64 numerals, reverse 
with despatch and Calne arrival cds, attractive and rare franking, cert. BPA (2012)

3’000-5’000
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20935 F    51, 56

1869 Envelope from the Annie Jones correspondence, originating in Zanzibar with ms notation at left, carried to 
Seychelles and franked with Mauritius 1860-63 9d and 1863-72 1d purple-brown cancelled by B64 numerals 
and left stamp tied by London arrival cds, reverse with Seychelles 15 MR despatch, minor cover faults, an 
important postal history item from Zanzibar and the Seychelles, ex Farmer and Weiss, cert. BPA (1977)

5’000-7’000

 
20936 F   

1870 (Apr 13) Entire from Mahé to France paid in cash with ms “Paid” underneath B64 numeral, “P.D” and 
French transit adjacent, reverse with despatch and arrival cds, sellotape strengthening bottom left corner, 
thought to be a unique stampless with the B64 numeral

4’000-6’000
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20937 F    62

1870 (Oct 23) Entire from Mahé to France with Mauritius 1863-72 4d rose strip of four tied to lower backflap 
by B64 numerals, obverse with despatch, “P.D.” boxed hs and French transit, arrival bs, scarce franking, 
cert. BPA (2014)

2’400-3’400

20938

20939

20938 F    62

1872 (May 7) Envelope from Seychelles to France with Mauritius 1863-72 4d rose pair cancelled by B64 
numerals, “P.D” and French transit adjacent, reverse with despatch and arrival cds, small tear to top of one 
stamp (not mentioned on cert.) and contemporary ink mark at foot, fine and scarce, cert. BPA (2014)

800-1’200

20939 F    88

1879 (Jan 23) Envelope from Seychelles to the USA with 1878 25c on 6d tied by B64 numeral and London 
transit, reverse with despatch and New York arrival, fine and scarce

700-1’000
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20940

20941

20940 F    87

1881 (Sep 26) Envelope from the famous General Gordon Seychelles to the UK with Mauritius 1878 17c on 4c 
rose tied by B64 numeral, despatch cds adjacent, addressed in his distinctive handwriting and docketed “Col. 
C. G. Gordon” by the recipient at left, Thrapston arrival bs, a lovely cover with historical interest, cert. BPA (2004)

Note: Gordon volunteered to go as commanding royal engineer to Mauritius in order to prevent the retirement 
of Colonel Sir Howard Elphinstone. He reached Mauritius in July 1881, and paid a short visit to the Seychelles 
to report on their defence in connection with that of Mauritius and the general scheme for the coaling stations

1’500-2’000

20941 F    96

1882 (Mar 25) Govt. House envelope (embossed logo on backflap) sent to the UK with two 1879-80 17c rose 
tied by B64 numerals, despatch cds below, arrival bs, portion of backflap missing and slight soiling, scarce

1’500-2’400

20942

20943  
20942 F   

1882 (Mar 26) Mauritius 6c green stationery card cancelled B64 with Seychelles MR 26 82 cds alongside, 
sent to Mauritius with arrival cds of AP 1, message on reverse scrawled out, light central vertical crease and 
light ageing, rare and attractive appearance

700-900

20943 F   

1883 (Oct 12) Envelope from Seychelles to Germany with Mauritius 1883 16c on 17c tied by B64 numeral, 
despatch cds adjacent, arrival bs, minor cover faults, scarce, cert. BPA (2009)

500-800
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20944 F    109

1887 (Mar 23) Envelope sent registered from Seychelles to Mauritius with Mauritius 1883-94 16c chestnut 
tied by B64 numeral, with despatch, “R” in oval and Mauritius reg’d oval ds adjacent, fine and very rare 
registered cover with only a handful known, cert. BPA (2013)

2’400-3’400

 
20945 F   

1887 (Apr 13) Govt. House (embossed logo on backflap) envelope from Seychelles to the UK with 1883-
94 8c left wing marginal block of four cancelled by B64 numerals, despatch cds adjacent, London arrival 
bs, faint horizontal bend at top and some minor toning around stamps, a rare franking, signed Calves, 
ex Muller and Weiss

2’000-3’000
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20946 F    105

1888 (May 25) Govt. House envelope (logo on backflap) from Seychelles to the UK with 1883-94 16c pair 
cancelled by B64 numerals, despatch cds adjacent, reverse with Aden transit and London arrival cds, some 
minor toning, fine, ex South

2’000-3’000

  
20947 F    106

1890 (Jan 14) Commercial envelope sent registered to England with Mauritius 1883-94 8c strip of three 
cancelled by light B64 numeral, with Seychelles cds and commercial cachet adjacent, London registered 
oval arrival ds, minor soiling, very rare with only a handful of registered covers with a Mauritius franking from 
the Seychelles known, ex Winchester, cert. RPS (2013)

3’400-4’400
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20948 F    105

1890 (Feb 14) Commercial envelope to the UK with 1883-94 4c strip of four tied by B64 numerals and despatch 
cds, endorsed “per Steamer Sydney”, London arrival, cover faults incl. portion of reverse missing, scarce

800-1’200

        
20949 H F S / www   

COLLECTIONS: 1860-83, Used collection of Mauritius stamps used in Seychelles on 2 pages (34), with a 
good range of stamps, incl. 1878 2R50c and 1863-72 6d dull violet (2), the majority with decent to good 
strikes, plus 2 pages of normal Mauritius, a difficult group to assemble

500-800

Collections

20950 F / 182, www   

1778-1852, Collection of 26 stampless covers, incl. “PENNY POST” type II hs (possibly not genuine), three 
from the French period to France, 1793 entire carried by Captain to USA, “Port Louis / Post Paid”hs, oval 
“Mauritius / Post Office” hs, “Port Louis / Unpaid” hs, three disinfected in Malta (one via Aden), “Colonies 
&c.Art 12” & “13”, incoming from UK with “Returned for 2/3 Postage” hs, “PACKET.” hs, three with SHIP 
LETTER hs, one to France with “GREENOCK / JUN 6 1844 / SHIP LETTER” boxed ds, etc., a great lot for the 
specialist with a range of hs and cancels

700-1’000

             
20951 H / www    7-39

1848-59, Selection of Primitives incl. Post Paid 1d early impression vert. pair (repaired), 2d early impression single, 
2d intermediate impression (2), 1d worn impression pair, 1d latest impression singles (2), 2d latest impression 
single, 1859 Lapirot worn impression single and pair, generally fresh with good to very large margins, varying 
faults as to be expected, all cert. Sismondo (2006), an amazing offering of these classic stamps (SG £37’000+)

5’000-7’000
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20952 H    8/25

1848-59 Post Paid 2d group incl. early impression PENOE variety which appears unused (faults), early impression 
on large piece tied by Souillac “3” barred circle with despatch ds adjacent (corner torn away, cert. Brandon), 
intermediate impression with four margins and neat target cancel (creases with light repair), intermediate 
impression with four margins and “8” numeral (minor defects), worn impression vertical pair (faults, ex Ferrari), 
worn impression with pre-printing paper folds (margins cut into), latest impression with four margins and neat 
target cancel (thins, cert. Holcombe) and latest impression with “3” numeral (thin), interesting group

2’000-3’000

20953 F DFE / www   

1859-1920s, Collection of 31 covers plus 1 front incl. Lapirot pair with RPS cert. stating “heavily ironed and 
cannot be certified as originating on the lettersheet”, Britannia 6d blue single franking (lifted and replaced), 
mostly 1880s/90s frankings, a few philatelic frankings with bisects incl. double overprint varieties, registered 
postcards incl. AR,  1897 2R50 single franking, 1860s Soldier Concessionary rate cover ex Marion, etc., a 
useful range of frankings

1’000-1’500

                     
20954    

1859-72, Mauritius cancelled in ADEN group, with faulty 1859 Post Paid 1d latest, faulty 2d Lapirot, faulty 
2d Sherwin (cert. RPS 1981), 1858-62 Britannia (9d), 1859-61 Britannia 6d and De La Rue 2d and 4d, all 
with “124” diagonal barred numerals of Aden, poor to average condition but very scarce group

400-600

20955 H F / 194   

1859-1931, Interesting group of on 2 album pages of Mauritius cancelled abroad and foreign stamps cancelled 
in Mauritius, incl. 1863-72 1d with B64 used in Seychelles, 1893 16c on 17c with B65 used in Rodrigues, cover 
with 1883-94 15c cancelled in Ceylon, “A10” mailboat numeral, postcard with 1883-94 2c sent within UK with 
GB stamp, various singles cancelled in India, Madagascar, Kenya, SA, etc., then Natal 1d postal stationery card 
cancelled on arrival in Vacoas, GB KGV 1/2d control sent from Mauritius, etc., a great little lot

300-500

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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20956 C H J DCE L / www   

1860-1893, Mint and used collection incl. varieties beginning with 1860-63 used set, 1863-72 used range 
incl. wmk varieties, 1876-77 surcharges incl. HALF PENNY on 9d inverted (minor faults), some minor ovpt 
varieties, several 1s on 5s, 1878 mint & used set, 1879-80 mint & used (25c no gum) incl. 13c mint pair 
and used wing marginal, 1883-84 mint & used incl. 8c approved bisect on piece, 1883-93 surcharge range 
incl., 16c type 28a block of four, several inverted/double varieties mint and used (some forgeries so please 
inspect), etc., a great lot for further study and expansion

2’600-3’600

     
20957 CC C S / www   

1860-1954, SPECIMEN group incl. 1860-63 9d, 1879-80 values, 1895-99 set of 6 (18c small thin), 1898 36c, 
1899 15c, 1900-05 set of 18 (most nh), KGV values to 10R incl. 12c strip of 3 from the Bechuanaland archive 
showing broken M, 1937 Coronation with further Specimen hs in red at top, and Postage Due 1933-54 set, many

200-300

20958 C J DCE / www   

1863-77 CANCELLED overprint collection incl. 1876 unissued 1/2d on 9d red surch. (10 singles, two blocks 
of 4 & an irregular block of 10), the rare 1/2d on 9d black surcharge (4, minor faults), 1863-72 set of imperf. 
plate proofs in marginal blocks of 6, 1863-72 incl. three with inverted ovpt, block of four 5s, 1877 1s on 5s 
block of 20, etc., a useful assortment (200+)

2’000-3’000

         
20959 CC C H J / www   

1895-1937, Mint & used collection incl. varieties such as 1899 15c on 36c with bar omitted, 1902 12c on 36c 
inverted (2 mint both with light creases & 1 used), as well as minor varieties such as broken letters/bars, 1900-
05 mint set set plus 6c block of 9 with inv. wmk, 1910 mint set, 1913-22 mint set with shades, 1921-26 50R 
with pinhole, 1921-26 mint multiple with wmk or “open C” varieties, Silver Jubilee with 5c “dot by flagstaff” and 
20c “dot by chapel” (mint & used), etc., used high values need inspection, a useful lot for expansion

1’000-1’500

20960 CC C / 194   

1950-84, Mint collection in an album, seemingly complete for the period incl. a Harrison & Sons presentation 
card with four values from the 1950 set, mini sheets, mix of mint hinge and nh, fine

50-80
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20961 F / www   

POSTAL STATIONERY: Collection of 28 postal stationery items from the Madagascar Post Office archive, all 
with the “POSTES ET TELEGRAPHES / COLLECTION DE BERNE / MADAGASCAR” cachets, with one individual 
newspaper wrapper, archive page with 3 postcards and 4 envelopes and KEVII group affixed together (some 
foxing) with envelopes, reg’d envelopes, postcards and lettercards

600-800

Montserrat
20962 DCE S    14-23

1903 1/2d to 5s with SPECIMEN ovpts stuck down on piece of album page, 5s with creasing (SG £225)

45-50

20963 CC J    109-10

1938-46 Script 2s6d slate-blue & 5s rose-carmine, mint nh bottom sheet marginal blocks of eighteen, fresh 
and very fine 

300-400

Morocco Agencies (British Post Offices)

20964 20965 20966

20964 H / www    5a

1898-1900 40c orange-brown, mint, showing Type I ovpt with inverted “V” for “A”, tiny perf thin, a scarce 
variety, cert. BPA (2001) (SG £180)

50-70

20965 C    9a-14a

1899 5c to 50c with “broad top to M” variety in pairs with normal, mint lh, very fine (SG £552+)

150-200

20966 C    23b

1903-05 1p Black & Carmine with “broad top to M” variety in mint lh pair with normal, very fine, cert. PF 
(2008) (SG £225+)

60-80

New Zealand

2096820967

20967 DCE P    F149

1931-40 Postal Fiscal 5s green imperf. plate proof left marginal pair on carton paper, couple of creases, 
very scarce

200-300

20968 DCE P    F163

1931-40 Postal Fiscal £2 10s carmine-lake imperf. plate proof on buff paper with SPECIMEN printed on 
reverse, very fine and very scarce

300-400

20969 C DCE / www   

COLLECTIONS: 1857-1901, Mint/unused collection on 3 album pages, all partly or completely stuck down, 
starting with imperf. 1d, 2d and 6d Chalons, perf. Chalons to 1s incl. 4d deep rose (creased), 1878 to 5s, 
1882 to 1s, 1891 Life Insurance set to 1s, 1898 set to 5s Mt. Cook, 1899 Postage Dues, Nieu, Penrhyn and 
Aitutaki, etc., some faults but fresh colours (SG £12’000+)

2’000-3’000
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